In the paper functional differential equations with several bounded delays are considered. The delays are presented in the form of delay operators and they generalize many well-known types of delay differential equations in the literature, such as differential equations with constant delays, with variable delays, with distributed delays, differential equations with maxima, etc. A special type of stability, known as ψ-exponential stability, is studied and several sufficient conditions are obtained. The used function ψ plays the role of a weight in the norm and, additionally, it gives the rate of increase of the solutions which are not exponentially stable in the regular sense. The modified Razumikhin method as well as comparison results have been applied. Several examples illustrate the results obtained. MSC: 34K20
Introduction
One of the main qualitative questions in the theory of differential equations is stability. The problems of the stability of the solutions of differential equations via Lyapunov functions have been successfully investigated and various types of stability have been introduced. One of the useful types of stability is the so-called exponential stability. In [, ] the authors have investigated the exponential stability of impulsive delay differential equations by using the method of Lyapunov functions and by Razumikhin techniques.
The exponential stability gives information as regards the rate of decay of the solutions only in the case when the solutions are stable. But often the solutions are not bounded at all, or they are bounded but not exponentially stable. In this case we could apply a weight such that the solution could become exponentially stable in a different sense. We could introduce and use the so-called ψ -stability. The notion of ψ -stability of degree k for ordinary differential equations has been introduced by Akinyele [] . Also various types of ψ -stability have been studied for nonlinear systems of ordinary differential equations [] , for nonlinear Volterra integro-differential systems [] , for impulsive differential equations [] . Meanwhile, in [] points in R n are incorrectly mixed with values of functions with a range R n and the weights in the examples are useless. http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2014/1/185
In the mathematical simulation in various important branches of control theory, pharmacokinetics, economics, etc., one has to analyze the influence of the deviation of the regulated quantity. Such a kind of problems could be adequately modeled by differential equations that contain a delay operator. In this paper differential equations with a special type of delay operators are considered. These delay equations generalize many types of equations well known in the literature. Several sufficient conditions for the ψ -exponential stability by scalar Lyapunov functions are obtained. The modified Razumikhin method and comparison results have been applied. Several examples, solved and graphed by Wolfram Mathematica, are given to illustrate the main concepts of the weighted exponential stability.
Preliminary notes and definitions
Let r >  be a given number. Define the operators
such that for any function x ∈ C([-r, ∞), R n ), any point t ∈ R + , and k = , , . . . , m, there
Consider the nonlinear generalized delay functional differential equations with bounded delays
with initial condition
where
We would like to emphasize some particular cases of ():
for t ∈ R + and () is reduced to the delay differential equations with constant delays, well known and studied in the
x(s) for t ∈ R + and () is reduced to differential equations with maxima, which are partially studied in [-], see also the monograph [] and the references cited therein:
x(s) ;
-if for any point t ∈ R + the point ξ k ∈ R is such that ξ k = t -τ k (t), where the functions
) for t ∈ R + and () is reduced to the delay differential equations with variable bounded delays, well known and studied in the literature:
for t ∈ R + ). In our work we will assume that IVP (), () (initial value problem) has a solution x(t; t  , ϕ) defined on [t  -r, ∞) for any t  ∈ R + and ϕ ∈ C([-r, ], R n ). http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2014/1/185
In our investigations we will use a special function, which will play the role of the weight in the regular norm in R n and it will help us to generalize the well-known exponential
. . , n, be given continuous functions and let ψ be a n × n-dimensional matrix defined by
We will define exponential stability with a weight for generalized nonlinear delay functional differential equations ().
Definition  Let the functions ψ k ∈ C([-r, ∞), (, ∞)), k = , , . . . , n, be given. The zero solution of the system of generalized delay functional differential equations () is said to be:
() ψ -exponentially stable, if for any initial point t  ∈ R + and any initial function
Remark  The definition of stability given above generalizes the exponential stability, well known in the literature (if
Remark  If the weight function ψ is one-to-one, then we could consider the substitution y(t) = ψ(t)x(t), where x(t) is a solution of (), and study the exponential stability of y(t) which is equivalent to the ψ -exponential stability of x(t). But if the function ψ(t) is not a one-to-one function, then we have to study directly the behavior of the solution ().
The ψ -exponential stability defined above is often used in connection with the rate of increase/decrease of unbounded solutions.
Definition  The rate of increase of a function
Remark  If the zero solution of () is exponentially stable, i.e.
then any solution of () has a rate of increase smaller than e -δt , where
Remark  If the solutions of () are unbounded but the zero solution is weighted exponentially stable, then with the help of the weight we could easily obtain the rate of increase of the solutions.
Remark  If the weight function is ψ and we consider the substitution y(t) = ψ(t)x(t)
, where x(t) is a solution of (), then the function y(t) could satisfy a more complicated equation than the given one. Therefore, the study of the exponential stability of the zero http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2014/1/185 solution of the equation could be more difficult than the study of the ψ -exponential stability of the given one. That is why it requires directly studying of the ψ -exponential stability and obtaining of appropriate sufficient conditions.
Example  Consider the delay differential equation
with an initial condition
Consider the function
, which is more complicated than the given equation (). That is why it is better to study directly the ψ -exponential stability of the zero solution of () (see Figure ) . Also, we could find the rate of increase of x(t) which is smaller than the function  .t e -.t (see Figure ) . 
Now let the function ψ(t) = (t -)
 e -t . Obviously the function y(t) = ψ(t)x(t) satisfies a more complicated equation. We directly graph the functions ψ(t)x(t) and .e -.t where x(t) is the solution of () (see Figure ) . The zero solution could be {(t -)  e -t }-exponentially stable. In this case, since the function ψ(t) is not a one-to-one function ( Figure ) we are not able to find directly the rate of increase of x(t).
We will use Lyapunov functions and the Razumikhin method to obtain some sufficient conditions for the ψ -exponential stability of the zero solution of (). We will apply the differentiable Lyapunov function V (t, x) and we will define for any t ∈ R + and any function ∈ C([-r, ], R n ) a derivative of V (t, x) along a trajectory of the system () with a weight ψ as follows:
. http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2014/1/185
Main results
We will obtain some sufficient conditions for the weighted exponential stability of nonlinear generalized delay functional differential equations.
Theorem  Let there exist a Lyapunov function V
[-r, ∞) → R + , w : R + → (, ∞), and a positive constant p such that inf t≥ w(t) = C > , inf t≥ a(t) = A > , and
(ii) for any number t ∈ R + and any function
holds.
Then the zero solution of the generalized delay functional differential equation
() is ψ -exponentially stable. Proof Consider a solution x(t) = x(t; t  , ϕ) of IVP (), () for ϕ ∈ C([-r, ], R n ), t  ∈ R + .
Define functions M : [t  -r, ∞) → R + and Q : [t  -r, ∞) → R by the equalities
and
We will prove the function Q(t) to be non-positive.
Let t ∈ [t  -r, t  ]. Then from condition (i) we get Q(t) = V (t, ϕ(t -t  ))-M(t  )( ψϕ
t  ) p ≤ b(t) ψ(t)ϕ(t -t  ) p -M(t  )( ψϕ t  ) p ≤ . Therefore, the function Q(t) ≤  on [t  -r, t  ].
Assume the inequality Q(t) ≤  does not hold for t > t  and let t
It is clear that t * < ∞, Q(t * ) = , and
For s ∈ [-r, t  -t * ) we have 
According to the proved inequalities in Case  and Case  it follows that the inequality in condition (ii) is satisfied for the function φ(s) = x(t * + s), s ∈ [-r, ]. Therefore, from inequality () we get
The proof of Theorem  is completed.
Remark  Note that the function w(t) in inequality () could be replaced by a positive constant C. 
Corollary  Let there exist positive constants A, B, C, p such that a(t) ≡ A, b(t) ≡ B, w(t) ≡

Then the zero solution of the generalized delay functional differential equation () is ψ -uniformly exponentially stable.
In the case when the weight is involved in the derivative of the Lyapunov function we obtain the following sufficient conditions for the ψ -exponential stability.
Theorem  Let there exist a Lyapunov function V
Then the zero solution of the generalized delay functional differential equation () is ψ -exponentially stable.
Proof The proof of Theorem  is similar to the one of Theorem , but the function Q(t) is defined by
Remark  The function w(t) under the conditions of Theorem  and Theorem  could not vanish, so in the case when the derivative of the Lyapunov function is strongly negative, we need another type of sufficient condition.
Theorem  Let there exist a Lyapunov function V
[-r, ∞) → R + : inf t≥ a(t) = A > , and positive constants γ ∈ (, ) and p >  such that
holds. Then the zero solution of the generalized delay functional differential equation () is ψ -exponentially stable.
Proof Let x(t) = x(t; t  , ϕ) be a solution of IVP (), ().
Choose a positive number λ : λ < -
Then γ e λr < .
Define a function v : [t  -r, ∞) → R + by v(t) = V (t, ψ(t)x(t)).
We will prove
where the function M(t) is defined by (). http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2014/1/185
Assume the contrary and let
It is obvious that t
Let s ∈ [-r, ). Then we have
which contradicts ().
From inequality () and condition (i) it follows that
The proof of Theorem  is completed. 
Corollary  Let conditions of Theorem
Applications
Now we will give some examples to illustrate the theoretical result obtained.
Example  Consider again the delay differential equation (). We will prove theoretically that the zero solution of () is ψ -uniformly exponentially stable, where ψ(t) =  -.t .
Let V (x) = .x  . It is easy to check the validity of condition (i) of Theorem  for p = ,
, we obtain the following inequality: Example  Consider the following system of delay differential equations:
where x, y ∈ R. We use Wolfram Mathematica to obtain numerically the solution x(t), y(t) of IVP (), () for t  = , φ  (t) = , φ  (t) = , t ∈ [-, ] and we graph it ( Figure ) . It is obvious that the zero solution is not exponentially stable.
Applying the above results we will prove the ψ -exponential stability of the zero solution of (), where ψ(t) = (ψ  (t), ψ  (t)), ψ  (t) = ψ  (t) = e -t .
Consider V (t, x, y) = .(x  + y  ). Then the condition (i) of Theorem  is satisfied for
According to Theorem  the zero solution of () is ψ -uniformly exponentially stable and inequality () is satisfied, i.e. From inequality () it follows that u(t) ≤ e -.t  + ϕ t  e .t , i.e. the rate of increase of any solution of () is smaller than e .t .
ψ(t)u(t) ≤ ψϕ t  e
In the particular case of the initial condition t  = , φ  (t) = , φ  (t) = , t ∈ [-, ], inequality () is reduced to ψ(t)U(t) ≤ e  e -.t , and U = (x, y), x(t), y(t) is the solution of (), (). From Figure  it is seen that inequality () is true. Now use the function ψ(t) = (ψ  (t), ψ  (t)), ψ  (t) = ψ  (t) = e -t as a weight and graph both e -t (|x(t)| + |y(t)|) and e -.t ( Figure ) . It is obvious that e -t (|x(t)| + |y(t)|) < e -.t . http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2014/1/185
Consider the delay equation () with initial condition
x(t) = , y(t) = - for t ∈ [, ]. ()
For the initial value problem (), () inequality () is reduced to ψ(t)ũ(t) ≤ e - e -.(t-) ,ũ = (x,ỹ), where the couple of functions (x(t),ỹ(t)) is the solution of (), (). From Figure  it is seen that inequality () is true.
